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Abstract

Monitoring air pollution plays a key role when trying to reduce its impact on the
environment and on human health. Traditionally, two main sources of information
about the quantity of pollutants over a city are used: monitoring stations at ground-
level (when available), and satellites’ remote sensing. In addition to these two,
other methods have been developed in the last years that aim at understanding
how traffic emissions behave in space and time at a finer scale, taking into account
the human mobility patterns. We present a simple and versatile framework for
estimating the quantity of four air pollutants (CO2, NOx, PM, VOC) emitted by
private vehicles moving on a road network, starting from raw GPS traces and
information about vehicles’ fuel type, and use this framework for analyses on how
such pollutants distribute over the road networks of different cities.

1 Introduction

The estimation of the distribution of pollutants over space and time is a major challenge, that
concerns both climate change and human health. In some cities, air pollution generated from vehicles’
emissions has become more and more evident, to the point that a temporary interruption of the normal
traffic flows like during the COVID-19’s lockdown immediately resulted in an outstanding increase in
air quality [1, 2, 3, 4]. Even if some noticed that this relatively brief period will basically do nothing to
slow down climate change [5], it helped in outlining how evident the impact of the emissions related
to the transportation sector is in everyday life. At national level, the share of total GHG (Greenhouse
Gases) emissions coming from transportation arrives at 30% in high income economies, and 72% of
the direct GHG emissions caused by the transport sector worldwide in 2010 was from road travel [6].
Moreover, the transport sector also emits non-CO2 pollutants such as nitrogen oxides (NOx), that
lead to the formation of ozone and particulate matter (PM), and volatile organic compounds (VOCs);
these pollutants, emitted by internal combustion engines, also play a fundamental role in changing
climate and are dangerous for human health [6]. For these reasons, understanding the way pollutants
emitted by vehicles spread over a city is extremely important in designing strategies to reduce the
share of emissions coming from transportation. As suggested in the literature [7, 8], big data and
machine learning offer the tools to implement crucial strategies such as reducing transport activity,
improving vehicle efficiency, alternative fuels and electrification, and shifting to lower-carbon options.
It is also clear that they are strictly related to the way vehicles move through a road network, thus it
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becomes fundamental to conceive tools that can help in studying how the resulting emissions patterns
evolve in space and time.

Emissions from vehicles have traditionally been studied with the use of measured (either coming from
sensors [9], from official sources like Ministries of Transportation [10], resulting from household
travel surveys [11], or from experiments using driving simulators [12]) or simulated [13, 14] traffic
data. A considerable number of works concentrated on estimating people’s exposure to air pollution
using a wide range of models (see [15] for a review), often integrating them with mobility data
coming from mobile phones in order to reach a dynamic assessment of the exposure [16, 17, 18, 19,
20]. This dynamic approach has also been adopted in some cases in estimating vehicles’ emissions.
In [21, 22] emissions are directly measured with a Portable Emissions Measurement System (PEMS)
including a GPS to analyse gaseous emissions of a few vehicles driving in real-world conditions,
while both Nyhan et al. [23] and Liu et al. [24] estimate vehicles’ emissions with a microscopic
emissions model using taxis’ GPS trajectory data coming respectively from Singapore and Hangzhou.
Chen et al. [25] use GPS trajectories coming from a navigation app and focus the analysis on braking
emissions of particulate matter in Tokyo. Yu et al. [26] use mobile phone GPS data to determine the
position of customised bus stops and to estimate the emission reduction potential of the resulting bus
lines. Sui et al. [27] find evidence for understanding the advantage of online ride-hailing against
traditional taxis w.r.t. fuel consumption and emissions, using GPS data provided by taxis and a
ride-hailing company moving in Chengdu (China). The use of data coming from positioning systems
directly installed on the vehicles allows to include in the models factors coming from real-world
driving conditions, like acceleration and speed, that have been proved to play a fundamental role
especially when estimating emissions of NOx [22], thus reaching more accurate results. However,
these experiments often are conducted on a small sample of vehicles, or on biased ones (e.g., taxi
fleet, high-duty vehicles). Moreover, they also seem to suffer from a geographical bias, as almost all
of them are carried out in Asian cities [19, 17, 23, 24, 21, 25, 26, 27] (mostly in China and Japan).

The aim of this study is to present a versatile framework to estimate the quantity of four diverse
pollutants emitted by private vehicles moving on a road network over time, starting from raw GPS
traces and information about vehicles’ fuel type. Our method can make use of a considerable number
of trajectories coming from real-world vehicles, and it is able to provide a precise idea of the way
air pollutants spread over space and time with a very fine resolution. Indeed, it makes it possible to
visualise how much each road of a network is polluted during a certain period, to study the change in
pollution eventually caused by changes in vehicular mobility over time (e.g., during a lockdown, or
caused by a new infrastructure built in a certain area), to compare vehicles’ behaviour in terms of
emissions across space and time, to analyse the distribution of the quantity of emissions per vehicle
and/or per road across different cities and countries. In a few words, it represents a useful tool for
decision-makers in implementing those strategies aiming at reducing emissions coming from road
travel.

2 Methods

This section briefly describes the proposed framework for estimating the quantity of CO2, NOx,
PM and VOC emitted by a fleet of vehicles moving in a road network starting from their GPS
trajectories and information about their fuel type. In Fig.1 the framework’s pipeline is shown:
firstly, instantaneous speed and acceleration of the vehicles are computed in each point of their GPS
trajectories, and some filtering technique is performed on them. Then, the points are mapped to
the edges (i.e. roads) of the network. Finally, a microscopic emissions model is used to estimate
the vehicles’ emissions in each point. Some details of these steps are briefly described in the next
paragraphs.

Figure 1: The steps from raw GPS trajectories of vehicles (a sample of vehicles moving in Rome is
shown on the left) to their emissions over the road network (right).
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Filtering, speed and acceleration The trajectories are stored in a TrajectoryDataFrame, a
data structure from scikit-mobility1 [28]. Each point p is associated with the vehicle id
(uid) and the trajectory id (tid) to which it belongs, with a timestamp t, and with its lati-
tude/longitude position at that time. Note that, in such a way, each point p is uniquely identified by
(uid, tid, timestamp, lat, lon). A first filtering retains only the sub-trajectories composed
by points that are distant not more than a certain time interval from each other; this is intended to
make the following computation of the instantaneous speed and acceleration of the vehicle in each
point as reliable as possible. Then, once computed, a filtering on these values is performed: only
points in which the vehicle’s speed is not greater than 300 km/h and its acceleration does not exceed
10 m/s2 are retained (following [23]). It is important to outline that different works use very different
values for these filtering parameters (e.g. the time interval between the points is set to 5 seconds in
[23], 180 seconds in [24], 1 second in [25], 3 seconds in [27]), so these choices are not fixed here and
they can easily be changed.

Map matching The road network is took from OpenStreetMap. Each edge (namely, an OSM
element way) is represented as the couple of OSM node ids of its starting and ending nodes. Each
point p of the trajectory dataset is mapped to its nearest edge in the network with a ball tree nearest-
neighbour algorithm for fast haversine search.

Computing emissions Following Nyhan et al. [23], a microscopic emissions model is implemented
to compute the instantaneous emissions associated to each point p. Some notation is introduced.
The quantity of pollutant j, j ∈ {CO2,NOx,PM,VOC}, emitted at point p is noted as Ep

j . The
instantaneous speed and acceleration of the vehicle in p are respectively noted as vp and ap. For each
of the considered vehicles, the information about its engine type (whether they are petrol, diesel or
LPG vehicles) is gathered, as it defines, together with the type of pollutant and the type of vehicle,
the emission factors f . This data about the vehicle is, just for the sake of notation, resumed by the
letter u. Then, the following equation is used for computing the instantaneous emissions of pollutant
j from vehicle u in point p:

Ep,j = f j,u
1 + f j,u

2 vp + f j,u
3 v2p + f j,u

4 ap + f j,u
5 a2p + f j,u

6 vpap (1)

where for NOx and VOC emissions the factors f1, ..., f6 change with acceleration (based on whether
ap ≥ −0.5 m/s2 or ap < −0.5 m/s2).

3 Case study

This section aims at exploring some possible analyses that can be done using the proposed framework,
as well as how it can be improved and extended. The data used here consists in GPS traces from
private vehicles moving in London, Rome and Florence throughout January 2017.

3.1 The distribution of air pollution

With the proposed framework it is very easy to visualise the total quantity of pollutant emitted during a
certain period across a road network. As an example, Fig. 2 shows how much the intrinsic differences
of the road networks of two big cities like London and Rome can influence how the emissions of CO2

spread. Indeed, our analyses show that the road network of London has about 3 times the number of
streets of that of Rome, and these streets have an average length of 77 meters (about 25 meters less
than those of Rome): London is about two times denser than Rome both in terms of street density
(i.e. the sum of all the streets’ length divided by the area covered by the network) and intersection
density (i.e. the number of intersections divided by the same area). Obviously, the types of roads
also play a role: the road network of Rome includes a 0.4% of roads tagged as motorways2 (which
usually are quite long and large roads), while in London they represent only the 0.02% of the total.
Consequently, air pollutants from vehicular traffic seem to distribute between the roads in a more
equal manner in London than in Rome.

The study of the distribution of air pollution per vehicle reveals a well-known result about its
characteristics; for all the three cities, it follows a power-law (at least for CO2, NOx and PM): a few

1https://github.com/scikit-mobility/scikit-mobility
2see OpenStreetMap Wiki for more information on road tagging and types.
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(a) Rome. (b) London.

Figure 2: The road networks of Rome and London: percentage of CO2 emitted in each road in
January 2017. There are ∼6.7K vehicles moving in Rome and ∼2.5K in London.

vehicles are responsible for a great quantity of emissions [29, 30]. Within the vehicles moving in
Rome, Florence and London, for example, 10% of them are responsible for respectively 50%, 52%
and 40% of the total CO2 emitted in January 2017. A novel result, as far as we know, from this study
is represented by the finding that also the distribution of air pollution per road follows the same rule:
a few roads have the greatest share of emissions in the network. Both in Rome and Florence, only
10% of the roads are associated to more than 90% of the CO2 emitted during the period; in London
this quantity is lower (57%), but still definitely above the half of the total emissions of CO2.

In order to support our finding with a statistical validation, a likelihood-ratio test has been used to
compare various models. The goodness of fit of a power-law has been firstly compared with that of
an exponential, that is the minimum alternative candidate for evaluating the heavy-tailedness of the
distribution, giving results in favour of the first one. In Fig. 3, the power-law is compared with a
truncated power-law, for the two cases of Rome and London. The results suggest that, despite the
outlined differences in the two road networks, in both the cases the distribution of the quantity of
CO2 (but also NOx and PM) emitted per road are well approximated by a truncated power-law.

4 Conclusions and future work

The proposed framework is quite simple and flexible as it only relies on GPS traces and information
about fuel types and its parameters can be easily fixed w.r.t. data set and scopes. It has been used to

(a) Rome. (b) London.

Figure 3: The complementary CDF of the data on the quantity of CO2 emitted per road, with its best
power-law and truncated power-law fits.
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explore the laws of vehicular air pollution and its spreading over the road network of three different
cities, as well as the relation that this spreading has with the intrinsic characteristics of the network.
In a nutshell, this versatile tool permits to study two main factors driving vehicular emissions: how
people move within the city (the mobility behaviours) and how the infrastructures of the city (the
road network) are conceived to let people move. Thus, the main question that this framework aims to
answer is which of the two, from city to city, can have the major impact in reducing emissions.
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